Tables are common and important in scientific documents, yet most text-based document search systems do not capture structures and semantics specific to tables. How to bridge different types of mismatch between keywords queries and scientific tables and what influences ranking quality needs to be carefully investigated. This paper considers the structure of tables and gives different emphasis to table components. On the query side, thanks to external knowledge such as knowledge bases and ontologies, key concepts are extracted and used to build structured queries, and target quantity types are identified and used to expand original queries. A probabilistic framework is proposed to incorporate structural and semantic information from both query and table sides. We also construct and release TableArXiv, a high quality dataset with 105 queries and corresponding relevance judgements for scientific table search. Experiments demonstrate significantly higher accuracy overall and at the top of the rankings than several baseline methods.
Introduction
Search of scientific publications has become a routine task due to search services such as Google Scholar 1 , Microsoft Academic Search 2 , CiteSeerX 3 , Semantic Scholar 4 , and the ACM Digital Library 5 . These services use full-text ranking to find papers (documents) that match the query. They are useful for discovering publications about a topic, which one may read at one's leisure. However, if one's goal is to find a specific value such as the mass of a meson or to find values reported recently for the effectiveness of a particular algorithm on a particular dataset, these services are less useful because the desired information is likely to be in a table. A person must read the top-ranked papers to find desired information, which is timeconsuming. The ranking of papers may also be less accurate for this task because typically tabular data is just a footnotesize part of the bag of words that represents the document.
In these situations, it is more useful for the search engine to return tables of data, not scientific papers that contains tables of data. Table retrieval is similar to document retrieval insofar as the system must produce a ranking of objects; however, there are also important differences. The structure of a table is essential to understanding its meaning, however typical bag-of-words retrieval methods discard that structure. The document that contains the table provides important contextual, descriptive, and clarifying information about the table contents, however much of the document text may also be unrelated to the table. If a table search engine is to support keyword queries effectively, it must have strategies for addressing these types of mismatch.
Prior research often addressed table retrieval in the context of table recognition and extraction, however they are separate problems. Table recognition and extraction is the problem of recognizing and extracting Query: x-ray emission spectra Matching Table: Article Title: Broad band X-ray spectroscopy of A0535+262 with SUZAKU Caption:
Best-fit parameters of the phase-averaged spectra for A0535+262 during 2005 observation with 1σ errors
Parameter
Value kT BB (keV) 0.16 ± 0.01 Iron line width (keV) 0.03 ± 0.02 Iron line flux a 0.8 ± 0.1 CYAB width (W, keV) 9.5 ± 1.2 Figure 1 : A query and table that illustrate the challenges of table search in scientific domains.
• Experiments show that MaitreD is significantly more effective at table retrieval than several state-of-art document-ranking and table-ranking algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews research that is related to the work presented here. Sections 3 and 4 describe how to represent tables and queries. The representations are used by the probabilistic ranking model presented in Section 5. Section 6 presents and reviews the construction of the TableArXiv dataset. Finally experimental results followed by discussion and conclusions are described in Sections 7 and 9.
Related Work
Research on table recognition and extraction predates most of the research on table retrieval. As the dominant document format changed over time, approaches were developed based on visual clues (Cesarini, Marinai, Sarti, & Soda, 2002; Kieninger, 1998; Rus & Summers, 1994) , pure text documents (Ng, Lim, & Koo, 1999; Pyreddy & Croft, 1997; Wei, Croft, & McCallum, 2006) , HTML documents (Chen, Tsai, & Tsai, 2000; Crestan & Pantel, 2010; Yang & Luk, 2002) , and PDF documents (Fang, Mitra, Tang, & Giles, 2012; Y. Liu, Bai, Mitra, & Giles, 2007b; Y. Liu, Mitra, & Giles, 2008) . As with many other research fields, mainstream research migrated from heuristics (Chen et al., 2000; Kieninger, 1998; Y. Liu et al., 2007b; Pyreddy & Croft, 1997) to machine learning methods that use a variety of features (Crestan & Pantel, 2010; Fang et al., 2012; Y. Liu et al., 2008; Ng et al., 1999; Wei et al., 2006) .
As a downstream application of table recognition, there also has been substantial interest in information extraction from tables, especially HTML tables in web pages. Much of the research focuses on discovering (Yin, Tan, & Liu, 2011) , identifying (Venetis et al., 2011) , and augmenting (Yakout, Ganjam, Chakrabarti, & Chaudhuri, 2012; Zhang & Chakrabarti, 2013) entities and entity-attribute relations from tables, for example, learning names of football teams (Wang & Cohen, 2009; Dalvi, Cohen, & Callan, 2012) . Venetis et al. (Venetis et al., 2011) demonstrates that augmenting entity descriptions from tables can help search tasks. WebTables (Cafarella, Halevy, Wang, Wu, & Zhang, 2008) shows that using features of both keyword matching and schema coherency is effective for table search. Table retrieval is not a new problem, although it received less attention until recently. Compared to most forms of text retrieval, tables have an impoverished text representation. They are short, and their content often has a high proportion of abbreviations, special symbols, and/or numbers that are not likely to occur in queries. In scientific tables, the situation is even worse since they usually contain a large portion of numbers and less text. Thus, it has become common to represent a table by its contents and also its surrounding document context, treating the different sources of information as different fields in a document. TinTin (Pyreddy & Croft, 1997) was one of the first systems to consider the differing importance of table parts to improve ranking. However, which fields of a table to match and how much weight to give each field were manually determined, thus requiring a skilled and knowledgeable user. Later, the importance of each field was determined either by experience (Pyreddy & Croft, 1997; Wei et al., 2006; Pimplikar & Sarawagi, 2012) or by popular term distribution (Y. Liu, Bai, Mitra, & Giles, 2007a) .
Ranking tables is often treated as similar to ranking documents that have hierarchical structure and sparse content. TableRank (Y. Liu et al., 2007a ) used a tailored TF-IDF weighting scheme and cosine similarity to rank tables. Wei et al. (Wei et al., 2006) used keyword question queries to rank table cells. Thomas et al. (Thomas, Omari, & Rowlands, 2015) improved the ranking of table columns by inferring the data types of table columns and query terms. WWT (Pimplikar & Sarawagi, 2012) (Zhang & Chakrabarti, 2013) labeled table columns with units, scales and timestamps to make values comparable. For the same purpose, QEWT (Sarawagi & Chakrabarti, 2014) recognized units in tables with both high precision and recall using a probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG).
Due to the complex structure and content type in tables, recovering semantics from tables is still difficult and prone to noise. In this paper we propose to bridge the mismatch on the query side, using query expansion and query structure understanding techniques.
There is a long history of research on using query expansion to improve retrieval accuracy. Pseudorelevance feedback is often used for document retrieval, however it is not used often for table retrieval, perhaps due to the impoverished text representations found in most table retrieval systems. Query expansion can also be done using information external to the corpus, such as thesauri (Kekäläinen & Järvelin, 1998) , knowledge bases, ontologies, and controlled vocabularies. Wikipedia (Brandão, Santos, Ziviani, de Moura, & da Silva, 2014; Xu, Jones, & Wang, 2009; Bendersky, Metzler, & Croft, 2012) and Freebase (Xiong & Callan, 2015b) are examples of general-purpose resources used for query expansion, and MeSH (Y. Lu, Fang, & Zhai, 2009; Z. Lu, Kim, & Wilbur, 2009 ) is an example of a domain-specific controlled vocabulary used for query expansion. Recently Xiong et al. (Xiong & Callan, 2015a) proposed a learning-based framework that incorporates both knowledge bases and controlled vocabularies into a single method of query expansion. Regardless of the type of external information, these approaches share a high-level strategy that first links query terms to information (typically entities) in the external resource, and then follows those links to find additional information (often related terms) that is used to improve ranking accuracy.
Most prior research on understanding query structure has been done for document retrieval, as opposed to table retrieval. Noun phrases (Croft, Turtle, & Lewis, 1991) and named entity recognition (Callan, Croft, & Broglio, 1995) have been used to reformulate keyword queries into structured queries. Heuristics, machine learning, and properties such as synonymy, centrality, and abstractness have been used to detect and reweight concepts in longer queries (Bendersky & Croft, 2008; Bendersky, Metzler, & Croft, 2010; Li, Wang, & Acero, 2009; Zhao & Callan, 2010) . This and much other similar research demonstrated that identifying and emphasizing key concepts in queries, especially long queries, can improve document ranking accuracy.
In summary, query understanding and augmentation for table search has been less studied than enriched representations of table contents. It is not yet clear how query reformulation techniques will influence table retrieval accuracy. This paper investigates these problems, assuming keyword queries and a table-level granularity.
Table Representation
In this work, tables are modeled as objects that have multiple content-based representations and an estimate of the table's quality. The sections below describe how these representations and estimates are obtained.
Table Contents
Table retrieval is unlike document retrieval in that tables often contain few words that describe their contents; this is especially true for tables of numeric data. Thus, it is useful to enrich the description of the table with information harvested from the document that contains it (Y. Liu et al., 2007a; Wei et al., 2006) . Our tables contain eight types of fields that describe their contents at three levels of detail.
• Document: Information from the document provides a context for understanding the table. The title and abstract fields are concise descriptions of the paper content. (2 fields)
• Table: Table content is summarized by its caption, referring sentence, and footnote fields. Captions and referring sentences are analogous to titles and in-link text for web pages -concise, but highly informative. (3 fields)
• Cell: The most detailed description of table contents is provided by row header, column header, and cell value fields. These fields enable queries to match at a very fine granularity. Although cell values might seem less useful because they are often specific numeric values, they may also contain quantity units that are useful for matching at the semantic level. (3 fields) Figure 2 shows the multi-field structure for the example table in Figure 1 
Table Quality
Authority and quality estimates have become common in document retrieval. Quality metrics are also useful for table retrieval. Prior research considered metrics such as the coherence of the table schema, whether the table has column headers, and the length of table reference sentences, as well as document quality signals (Cafarella et al., 2008; Y. Liu et al., 2007a) .
We propose the proportion of numeric content as an additional measure of table quality for science and engineering. This measure is supported by two observations. First, scientific results are usually in the form of numbers; text tables are often used to show examples (as in this paper). Second, we observed that the people who created queries for the TableArXiv dataset were more interested in numeric values.
This table quality feature is defined as:
where I(cell_value is numeric) is a indicator function that equals 1 when a cell is numeric and is zero otherwise. A regular expression program determines whether a cell is numeric. Typical numeric values include, but are not limited to, integers, floats, ranges, numbers with accuracies, and numbers followed by units. The denominator counts the number of cells. Experiments described in Section 7 investigate the effectiveness of this simple quality metric.
Query Representation
People find unstructured keyword queries a natural way to express their information needs. Prior research shows that transforming unstructured queries into structured queries greatly improves ranking accuracy (e.g., (Bendersky & Croft, 2008; Bendersky et al., 2012; Callan et al., 1995; Croft et al., 1991; Kekäläinen & Järvelin, 1998; Metzler & Croft, 2007) ). Our method of transforming unstructured scientific queries into structured scientific queries has two components: Concept identification and weighting, and quantity expansion.
<article-title>Broad band X-ray spectroscopy of A0535+262 with SUZAKU</article-title> <abstract>The transient X-ray binary pulsar A0535+262 was observed with Suzaku on 2005 September...</abstract> <!--------------table-level ---------------> <caption>Best-fit parameters of the phase-averaged spectra for A0535+262 during 2005 observation with 1sigma errors</caption> <referring-sentences> <sentence>The spectral parameters of the best-fit model obtained from the simultaneous spectral are given in Table 1< /sentence> </referring-sentences> <footnotes> <footnote>a. flux estimated in 1.0-10.0 keV energy range.</footnote> </footnotes>
<column_header>Parameter</column_header> <column_header>Value</column_header> </column_headers> <row_headers> <row_header>kT_BB (keV)</row_header> <row_header>Iron line width (keV)</row_header> ... <row_header>CYAB width (W,keV)</row_header> </row_headers> <cell_values> <cell_value> 0.16±0.01 </cell_value> ... </cell_values> </table> 
Concept Identification and Weighting
The first step in transforming an unstructured query to a structured query is to identify the most important concepts. Two types of concepts were investigated: entities and noun phrases. Entities have the advantage that they have precise meanings, descriptions, characteristics, and relationships to other entities. Noun phrases have the advantage of flexibility; they cover a much broader range of concepts than entities, including unanticipated concepts, and they do not require external resources (e.g., Wikipedia or another knowledge source). Much prior research indicates that both types of concept can be useful in typical document ranking (Bendersky & Croft, 2008; Callan et al., 1995; Xiong & Callan, 2015a) , however their effectiveness for table retrieval has received less attention.
Entity identification (entity tagging) was done by TagMe, a popular and effective system that annotates short texts with Wikipedia entities (Carmel, Chang, Gabrilovich, Hsu, & Wang, 2014; Ferragina & Scaiella, 2012) . TagMe gives a score ρ i for each entity (concept) c i to indicate its confidence that the text string matches the entity identified.
TagMe's confidence score ρ i was normalized to produce a maximum likelihood estimate p(c i |q), the probability of concept c i given query q:
where the summation is over all concepts tagged in q. Noun phrase identification was done by MontyLingua (H. Liu, 2004) , a commonly used end-to-end natural language tool. MontyLingua does not provide a confidence score for each noun phrase annotation. Instead, confidence scores were estimated by a method described by Bendersky and Croft (Bendersky & Croft, 2008) . A ranking-based classifier was trained to produce an estimate h(c i ) that the noun phrase c i is a key concept. The features were collection term frequency (ctf) and inverse document frequency (idf) scores for each type of table field except the cell_value field type (7 types of table field, thus 14 features). If a noun phrase was too long to have exact sequential matches in the corpus, we used the average ctf and idf of all of its consecutive two-term sub-sequences. The estimated confidence score h(c i ) was normalized by the sum of the noun phrase scores to estimate p(c i |q)
Quantity Expansion
Queries may use an abstract or general term to describe a desired quantity (e.g., emission), however tables are more likely to use specific units of measure (e.g., eV, or keV). This mismatch can be overcome by normalizing table values to standard units, or by mapping abstract query terms to typical instantiations. The former solution is common in manually-curated systems, but difficult to accomplish automatically. QEWT (Sarawagi & Chakrabarti, 2014) provides a PCFG based unit extractor for Web tables, but in scientific publications, the diversity of unit expressions and the use of derived units make unit extraction even harder. For example, mag arcsec −2 is a common unit in astrophysics that can also be written as mag · arcsec −2 , mag/arcsec 2 , etc. The research reported here investigates the latter solution -identifying the target quantity type from the query text. Once the target quantity is identified, query expansion, which is well understood, can be used to attach expected units to the original query. Quantity expansion is the task of mapping abstract query terms to quantity descriptors that might be observed in tables. Quantity types are defined by QUDT 14 , a quantity type, units, and data type ontology for science and engineering. QUDT also provides the units commonly used to measure each quantity type. For example, energy is a quantity type, and electron volt (eV) and Joule (J) are two of many units for energy in QUDT.
Queries such as earth-like planet don't mention a desired quantity type. Queries such as electrical conductivity of materials at different temperatures mention multiple quantities (electrical conductivity, temperature). A quantity expansion technique must handle queries that have zero, one, or several quantities.
We assume that if a query refers to a desired quantity type, the type is associated with a query concept (Section 4.1). For example, the query gravitational forces in newtonian gravity versus bimetric gravity (Table 1) is decomposed into three entity concepts (gravitational force, newtonian gravity, versus) and three noun phrase concepts (gravitational force, newtonian gravity, bimetric gravity). A logistic regression classifier is used to identify the quantity type associated with each concept c i . Once the quantity type is determined for query concept c i , its expansion terms are obtained from QUDT by lookup.
During classification, each concept c i is represented by a vector of four features, described below.
Query gravitational forces in newtonian gravity versus bimetric gravity Desired Concepts gravitational force, newtonian gravity, bimetric gravity Entities gravitational force, newtonian gravity, versus Noun Phrases gravitational force, newtonian gravity, bimetric gravity Target Quantity Force, Acceleration Language model features: A language model for quantity type u (e.g., Energy) is formed from its corresponding Wikipedia page and its common units of measurement from QUDT (e.g., keV). A background language model that covers dimensionless concepts (e.g., counting numbers) is formed by randomly sampling terms from Wikipedia. Each language model is indexed as a pseudo-document by a conventional full-text search engine (e.g., Indri).
Query concept c is submitted to the search engine to produce a ranking of candidate quantity types u (including the dimensionless type). The rank and score of the candidate quantity type define two features. (2 features)
Cooccurrence feature: For each term w of a concept c i , we count the number of times it cooccurred with a unit of quantity type u in the content of publications, and average across all w ∈ c i as a feature. (1 feature)
Name overlap: A Boolean feature indicates whether the name of the quantity or any of its unit symbols appear in the concept. For example, the concept gravitational forces explicitly uses the term "forces", so this feature would be true for the Force quantity type classifier. (1 feature) We follow the example of Sarawagi et al. (Sarawagi & Chakrabarti, 2014) to generate training data. They used a high precision unit tagger to automatically collect training data. In this work, a regular expression program is used to collect term sequence and target quantity type with 97% Precision. For example, the unit tagger would extract the pair (distance, Length) from the string distance in cm. We keep only International System of Units (SI) base types and types derived from SI base types. Quantity types that do not appear in the corpus are discarded.
A one one-against-all logistic regression classifier was trained for each quantity type. The prediction is determined by the most confident classifier. If no classifier gave confidence higher than a threshold of 0.65, the concept was labeled as dimensionless.
To assess the accuracy of the classifier at labeling query concepts, we manually annotated the quantity types of every concept that appeared in a testing query. Excluding the dimensionless type, which has no effect on the retrieval strategy and also dominates the test set, the Precision of the multi-label classifier is 80.64%. Both the threshold and precision were obtained by 5-fold cross validation.
Once a quantity type u i is identified for each concept c i , we assume a uniform distribution for p(u i |q) without other prior knowledge. Each type u i is represented by joining its units symbols with equal importance. The query example in Figure 1 is expanded by electron volt with different multipliers, e.g. eV and J, and other common units of energy.
Formulation
This section shows how to construct structured queries using table fields, key concepts, and quantity units. We use the query forces in newtonian gravity as a running example. This query has two concepts: i) forces, which is associated with a force quantity type; and ii) newtonian gravity, which is associated with an acceleration quantity type. To simplify the presentation, instead of using all 8 field types, we show only 2 abstract field types, field_1 and field_2, to represent tables; and we show only two common units for each quantity type: N (newton) and lb (pound) for force, and m/s 2 (meters per second) and km/s 2 (kilometers per second) for acceleration. We begin with a brief introduction to the Indri query language, which is used to build structured queries. #wand and #and are weighted and unweighted probabilistic AND query operators, #wsum is a weighted SUM query operator, and #max is a operator that selects the best subquery. #1 matches ngrams, and #uw8 matches when its arguments occur (in any order) within a window of 8 terms. The suffix .(f) restricts the match to terms that occur within field f. Metzler and Croft (Metzler & Croft, 2004) provide more detail about the Indri query language.
If each table is treated as a document, Indri ranks each table by estimating the probability of table t given query q as shown below (Metzler & Croft, 2004) .
The prior p(t) is estimated by the table quality metric (Section 3.2). The structure of query q determines how p(q|t) is estimated. If q is a bag of words Indri query for the example in Figure 1 , as shown below, query BOW = #and( forces in newtonian gravity ) then p(q|t) is estimated as:
where table t is treated as a full-text document with a single bag of words that is the union of information from all field types. Earlier studies (Y. Liu et al., 2007a; Pimplikar & Sarawagi, 2012; Pyreddy & Croft, 1997) showed that the roles of table components vary, and thus different table components should be treated differently. Therefore, following prior work on the use of multiple representations for document retrieval (Ogilvie & Callan, 2003) , we decompose table t into its fields, and estimate p(q|t) as the weighted average of probabilities estimated from each field:
where each w ∈ q is a word in the query, each f ∈ t is one of the table fields, and p(f |t) represents the importance of field f to table t. p(w|f ) is obtained by estimating a multinomial distribution for f with a maximum likelihood estimator and the well-known two-stage smoothing (Zhai & Lafferty, 2002) 
where c(w, f ) is the number of times w appears in field f , |f | is the total number of word occurrences in field f , p(w|T ) is the probability of of w given the whole corpus, and λ, µ are the parameters for Jelinek-Mercer smoothing and Dirichlet prior smoothing respectively. The structured query below implements Equation 3 for (the abbreviated form of) the example in Table  1 . Different fields are treated as different representations of the table, and the score of each query term is the weighted summation of its score against each field.
The probabilities p(field_i|t) indicate how well field i represents the content of table t. Often in language modeling research, this type of probability is treated as a parameter that is tuned for a dataset; in other words, it represents how well on average field i represents tables in this dataset.
Our goal is a structured query that considers not just query terms, but also the key concepts and quantity units that were recognized in the query (Section 4). We consider these to be conditionally-independent expressions of the underlying information need, thus they are combined by:
where parameters α and β control the influence of each component, and p(q terms |t) corresponds to query terms , described above. p(q concepts |t) represents how well a table matches query concepts. A query may contain several concepts, and those concepts may have differing importance to the query. If tables that match all query concepts are to be preferred, then:
where p(c i |q) indicates the importance of concept c i to query q (Section 4.1). The structured query that implements Equation 6 for the example query in Table 1 
p(u i |q) represents the importance of quantity u i to query q. As discussed in Section 4.2, we use uniform weights in this work, although the model permits other types of weights. The structured query that implements Equation 7 for the example query is shown below.
query quantities = #wand( p(force|q) query u.force p(acceleration|q) query u.acceleration ) So far we have incorporated concepts and quantity types at a high level, but have not yet shown how to match them against the table structure. Recall the visual structure of tables. They are essentially a kind of data visualization with table headers as axes and cells as values. Common tables are usually 1-dimension (with only row or column headers) or 2-dimension (with both row and column headers), but there can be more dimensions with tricks such as spanning columns. As a natural consequence of the visual structure, authors tend to put a concept in one place in the table (e.g., in a row, or in a column) in order to precisely describe the dimensions of a value. Therefore when we match a key concept or a quantity unit against a table, we select only one field instead of a combination of many fields, hoping that the selected fields can collectively describe the relation between query intents and table structures. This is an important difference between table retrieval and typical document retrieval using multiple representations.
For each query concept, we use a sequential dependency model (SDM) representation (Metzler & Croft, 2007) . The sequential dependency model matches query terms that occur anywhere in a table, only in bigrams, and only in short text windows, thus providing a good combination of recall and precision. In the example below, sequential dependency models match the concept newtonian gravity against each field, and the #max query operator selects the table field that best represents the concept. 
#uw8( newtonian gravity ).(field_2) ) )
Each quantity is represented by its common units of measurement, which are obtained from QUDT. Most quantity units are single terms (e.g., N and lb), for which sequential dependency models have no effect. Thus, we use a bag of words representation for quantity types and select the field that has the highest generation probability.
Indri's #max query operator is used to implements Equation 8 for quantity types, as shown below for the force and acceleration quantity types. 
(field_2) )
Putting together all three query components, we have an implementation for Equation 5 that considers terms, concepts, and target quantity types in q:
The model can be interpreted as a combination of term re-weighting (concepts) and query expansion from a controlled vocabulary (quantity types) against a structured document. Figure 3 shows the high level workflow of the architecture, at the middle of which sits our ranking model.
Since table fields are shorter than traditional documents, the values of smoothing parameters are crucial to ranking performances. Among different fields, the field length can be as short as a table header, which contains less than 10 words on average, and as long as paper abstracts, whose average length is around 45 words. For simplicity we use a set of global smoothing parameters for all fields, but in practice it would be natural to have different smoothing parameters for different type of fields. 
The TableArXiv Dataset
The corpora used in previous table retrieval research were either Web tables or based on documents instead of tables, and the queries were either synthetic (Y. Liu et al., 2007a; Pimplikar & Sarawagi, 2012) or queries with specific intents (Sarawagi & Chakrabarti, 2014) . In order to fully investigate the problem of scientific table retrieval and encourage reproducible experiments, we constructed and are making public TableArXiv, a high-quality dataset for scientific We used LaTeXML (Stamerjohanns, Kohlhase, Ginev, David, & Miller, 2010) , a LaTeX processing tool, to convert the LaTeX source files of papers to an XML format, and then extracted 341,573 tables from papers in Physics-related domains. The average number of tables extracted for each paper is footnotesize because (1) LaTeXML can only convert about 60% of papers 17 , and (2) a random sample of 50 papers indicated that about 68% of Physics papers do not contain tables, while for the remaining 32% the average number of tables per paper is around 2.67.
We recruited 8 students (from undergraduates to PhD candidates) majoring in Physics or Physics-related majors to compose information needs in TREC format. Following recent work on IR evaluation design by Kelly, et al. (Kelly, Arguello, Edwards, & Wu, 2015) , we asked assessors to assign their information needs to one of five query intent categories. Table 2 describes the query intent categories. Figure 4 shows the percentage of queries assigned to each query intent. For each information need, students assessed a pooled list of at most 100 tables returned by 8 simple ranking algorithms; specifically one bag-of-words ranker for each table field plus another bag-of-words ranker that treated tables as full-text documents. The order of the result list was randomized to eliminate an ordering bias, and assessors were reminded frequently that the list was in random order. For each table, assessors chose a rating from a 4-point scale to describe its relevance to his/her information need. We removed information needs that were duplicated, queries that contained unsupported Unicode characters, and those that had no relevant results according to the assessor. The result was 105 information needs with relevance judgements, following the Cranfield methodology.
Our 4-point relevance scale was modeled after the relevance values used for TREC 10 & 11 datasets for Ad-Hoc and Web track. Table 3 
Experimental Methodology
This section describes how experiments were conducted. Search environments are described first, then baseline algorithms, and finally the metrics used for evaluation.
Search Environments and Parameters
Tables were indexed by the Indri search engine (Metzler & Croft, 2004 ) using its default stopword list and Krovetz stemmer. Following standard settings in previous work, the top 100 ranked tables were retrieved as results. The smoothing parameters were determined by 10-fold cross validation. The Jelinek-Mercer Query Intent Categories. smoothing parameter λ was 0.58 when treating tables as full-text documents and 0.81 when using individual field language models. The Dirichlet prior smoothing parameter µ was 250 and 2 in the same two conditions. These values are footnotesizeer than values typically used for document retrieval because tables and table fields are much shorter than Web documents. All the other parameters, including sequential dependency model weights, the importance of each table field for our structured method and BM25F, and the values of α and β in Equation 5 were also chosen by 10-fold cross validation. The partitioning of cross validation was randomized and kept fixed across all experiments.
Baseline Retrieval Methods
The experiments were done with five baseline retrieval methods that use varying amounts of query and document structure. BM25 and Indri-BOW use unstructured queries and documents. Indri-SDM uses structured queries and unstructured documents. BM25F uses structured queries and documents. TableRank uses unstructured queries and structured documents. Among the baselines, only TableRank is dedicated to the table search task, but since it did not perform better than BM25F, the relative comparisons are against BM25F in the experimental analysis. TableRank is our implementation of an algorithm published by Liu, et al. (Y. Liu et al., 2007a) . For TableRank, the field weighting was determined by the same cross validation procedure that was used for MaitreD. We did not use the query independent (table boost and document boost) information because they were reported to be less important than the TTF-ITTF.
We chose not to include learning-based algorithms such as WebTables (Cafarella et al., 2008) as baselines because those methods are supervised whereas our method is unsupervised; it would be surprising if supervised methods were not superior.
Method Description

Indri-BOW
Bag-of-words queries. Treat tables as full-text documents.
Indri-SDM
Sequential dependency model queries. Treat tables as full-text documents.
BM25
BM25F
Bag-of-words queries. Treat tables as documents that have fields.
TableRank Bag-of-words queries. Treat tables as structured documents.
MaitreD
The experimental system as presented in Equation 5. It considers table structure, key query concepts, inferred quantity types, and table quality.
MaitreD/Q MaitreD except table quality.
MaitreD/QU MaitreD except table quality and inferred quantity types
MaitreD/QUC MaitreD except table quality, inferred quantity types, and key concepts. Equivalent to query terms . Table 4 : Retrieval methods considered in the experiments.
Metrics
We use mean average precision for the top 100 ranking results (MAP@100) to measure the overall ranking quality, and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG@20) and expected reciprocal rank (ERR@20) for the top 20 results to evaluate the top part of the rankings. We also show win-tie-loss counts based on MAP@100 to investigate the effects on individual queries. The best performing results are marked in bold. Statistical significance is marked by † and ‡ for significant difference (0.01 ≤ p < 0.05) and highly significant difference (p < 0.01) respectively using the paired t-test.
Experimental Evaluation
Four experiments investigated the effectiveness of MaitreD. The first examined the ranking accuracy of the baseline retrieval methods, MaitreD, and MaitreD with various components disabled. The second was a more focused comparison of MaitreD and TableRank. The third experiment compared the effects of entity and noun phrase query concepts. The last experiment looked more closely at query expansion with units of measurement, and the numeric table quality prior. Table 5 presents the ranking accuracy of MaitreD and five baseline algorithms. As expected, unstructured methods were less effective than structured methods because they mix functionally different table fields. The three unstructured methods have similar performance, although the Indri bag of words (Indri-BOW) method is slightly better across all metrics. The results may seem surprising, because sequential dependency models and Okapi BM25 are usually more effective for a wide range of tasks and datasets. However, table retrieval involves short query concepts and document fields. A simple application of sequential dependency models is likely to cross concept boundaries in queries and field boundaries in tables, and BM25's probabilistic model may suffer from skewed distributions across different fields, thus promoting spurious matches.
Ranking Accuracy
BM25F was the strongest baseline. It is not surprising that BM25F outperformed the unstructured methods, because it considers table structure and the differing values of table fields. TableRank performed poorly, which was a surprise. We defer the discussion of TableRank to Section 8.2.
MaitreD performed significantly better than the strongest baseline, BM25F. Both systems make use of table structure, and give differing weight to different parts of a table. However, MaitreD also considers query concepts, implied quantity types, and table quality. The results were statistically significant (p < 0.01) across all three metrics. The win/tie/loss difference is especially noteworthy; 80 out of 105 queries were improved. Table 5 : Retrieval accuracy of five baseline methods and the experimental system (MaitreD). † indicates a statistically significant difference compared with BM25F with 0.01 ≤ p < 0.05, and ‡ highly statistically significant difference with p < 0.01. Table 6 explores how the different components contribute to MaitreD. The first row (MaitreD/QUC) uses only table structure; it corresponds to query terms in Section 5, and is the language modeling equivalent of BM25F. It was the weakest of the MaitreD results, although still substantially better than BM25F (Table  5) . Each row adds an additional component: query concepts (C), inferred quantity types (U), and table quality (Q). There is an improving trend across all evaluation metrics as additional structural and semantic information is included. Incorporating query concepts gives a 2-7% improvement across NDCG, ERR, and MAP. Considering query concepts and quantity types together produces improvements that are larger (4.2-8.3%) and statistically significantly better than MaitreD using table structure alone in terms of ERR and MAP. The numerical table quality prior further improves NDCG, ERR, and MAP by 5.1-10.7% with statistical significance. Statistical significance is stronger for NCDG@20 and MAP@100 (p < 0.01) than for ERR@20 (p < 0.05). Table 6 : The contribution of each component to the retrieval accuracy of the experimental system. Relative change is with respect to a system that uses only table structure. The statistical significance is marked by † for 0.01 ≤ p < 0.05 and ‡ for p < 0.01. System components: Table quality (Q), inferred quantity types (U), and query concepts (C). The best performing results are marked in bold.
Method
Comparison with TableRank
In our experiments, TableRank performed worse than unstructured methods (Table 5) . Admittedly TableRank provides a reasonable way to differentiate table fields by flattening the table structure, however it isn't really designed for queries with multiple terms. The experimental results suggest that cosine similarity may be dominated by the total number of matched terms instead of overall relevance. For example, if meson mass were the query, a table that mentions keyword mass many times would be ranked higher than another table that contains each keyword only once. This problem can be eased by introducing document level relevance signals as done in the original work. When these are omitted, accuracy suffers. In order to conduct a fair comparison, we artificially constructed a list of single-term queries and compared TableRank with MaitreD/QUC, our variant that only considers table structure. The method of collecting single-term queries is as follows. Recall that for each query, TagMe produced a list of entities together with their confidence scores. If the highest scoring entity happened to be single-term, we use the term to create a single-term query. The corresponding relevance judgments remain unchanged. Take meson mass as an example; both meson and mass are tagged entities but meson has higher confidence score according to TagMe, and meson is single-term, so we used it as a single-term query. This procedure results in 54 single-term queries. 
Different Types of Key Concepts
Section 4.1 discussed two approaches to recognizing query concepts: noun phrases and entities. The results described in the preceding sections were obtained using entity concepts. The next experiment investigated the difference between using part of speech tagging and named entity tagging to identify query concepts. The baseline for this experiment was MaitreD/QUC, which uses only table structure. MaitreD NP /QU used unweighted noun phrase concepts, and MaitreD NP,wt /QU used noun phrases with normalized estimated confidence scores. MaitreD Ent /QU used unweighted entity concepts, and MaitreD Ent,wt /QU used entity concepts with normalized confidence scores given by TagMe.
Experimental results are shown in Table 8 . Using query concepts produced better accuracy than using table structure alone for both methods, with or without weighting. The differences were statistically significant (p < 0.01) for NDCG@20 and MAP@100, but not for ERR@20. Weighted methods produced higher performance than unweighted methods with respect to all metrics. Entity concepts produced consistently higher performance than noun phrase concepts for unweighted and weighted versions respectively.
Although entities performed a little better than noun phrases, the results for the two conditions were quite similar. Further analysis revealed that the two methods of identifying key query concepts had a term overlap of about 90%; that is, they tended to identify the same concepts. Entities have the added advantage that they provide the possibility of using linked information in an external resource (Xiong & Callan, 2015a , 2015b , whereas noun phrases do not. Although we do not explore that possibility in this paper, given the slightly better accuracy provided by entity concepts, we use them as our main method of recognizing query concepts.
Query Expansion and the Table Prior
In Section 8.1, key query concepts improved retrieval accuracy more than query expansion using inferred units of measurement and the numeric table quality prior. However, these three components affect different numbers of queries. Query concepts are recognized in nearly all queries, but quantity types are only inferred for some queries. If the query does not imply a quantity type and units of measurement, there may be no value to promoting tables that contain numeric data. The last experiment examines this issue. The set of 105 queries was subdivided based on whether a query did or did not have an inferred quantity type. 49 queries had inferred quantity types and were expanded with units of measurement; 56 queries did not have inferred quantity types and thus could not be expanded.
Method
Note that while this division of the queries allows system behavior to be studied more carefully, it does not necessarily reflect true query intents. For example, the query vapor fraction of water does not have an inferred quantity type because fraction is a dimensionless concept. However, a person might infer that this user would prefer tables with numeric content. Table 9 shows the accuracy of several MaitreD variants on the two query sets, as well as AvgGain, the average absolute increase in MAP@100 per winning query, and AvgLoss, the average absolute decrease in MAP@100 per losing query. The baseline for this experiment is MaitreD/QU, which considers table structure plus key concepts. For queries with units, although average performance improved, the win/tie/loss and average gain and loss show that expanding with quantity units is high-risk/high-reward. Query expansion improved just a few more queries than it hurt; however, there was a large absolute gain for queries that improved, and a footnotesizeer absolute loss for queries that deteriorated, thus average accuracy improved. This outcome is typical for query expansion algorithms (Collins-Thompson & Callan, 2007) .
Analysis of the 29 losing queries showed that the inferred quantity type sometimes failed to match the units of measurement used in relevant tables. For example, the quantity type Force was inferred for the query forces in newtonian gravity, which is correct. However, in relevant tables, authors might use units of Mass and Length as indirect indicators of the Force of gravity. The relation between these quantity types is known according to the gravity equation F = Gm1m2 r 2
, where F is force, G is a gravity constant, and m 1 and m 2 are the masses of two objects. However, MaitreD's query expansion using common units of measurement from QUDT for inferred quantity types is not sufficient to overcome this type of vocabulary mismatch.
The numeric quality prior was effective for both query sets. Interestingly, it had a more consistent, and thus statistically significant, impact on queries without inferred query types. This result indicates that people who search for tables in the domain of Physics are usually interested in tables that contain numbers, even when that intent is not apparent from the query.
Conclusion
This paper presents research on ranking tables for science and engineering papers. Tables are represented as structured objects that contain different types of information that describe the table and its surrounding context at different levels of detail, and that have query-independent quality estimates. Unstructured bag of words queries are transformed into structured queries that contain entity or noun phrase concepts and that implicitly indicate quantity types. Query expansion from a curated ontology bridges the mismatch between implied quantity types and units of measurement likely to be found in tables. A numeric table quality prior biases retrieval toward tables that contain numeric data. All of this information is incorporated into a probabilistic retrieval that can be used with the widely-used Indri search engine.
Experiments show that these interventions produce substantially and significantly more accurate table rankings than four widely-used document retrieval algorithms and one algorithm designed specifically for tables. These results are confirmed even for single-term queries, which we believe to be the best-case scenario for TableRank.
Query noun phrases have been studied by much prior research, but have not delivered consistently more effective results than distance-based methods such as sequential dependency models. Our experiments indicate that noun phrases and entities are effective methods of recognizing query concepts for table retrieval, and can be used in addition to sequential dependency models. In our experiments, noun phrases and entities tended to identify the same concepts. Entities were slightly more effective, but the difference was footnotesize.
Like most prior query expansion research, we found query expansion with inferred quantity types and units of measurement to be high-risk/high-reward. Gains were larger than losses, thus results improved on average. QUDT delivered good terms, but they could be very general (e.g., lb) or so abbreviated (e.g., N) that they might match inappropriately. Consistency might be improved by reducing the weight of common terms and making better use of context, for example, seeing evidence that the concept Newtons is present before accepting the abbreviation N.
The numeric table quality prior improved accuracy and consistency in this domain. This result is not surprising for the Physics domain, but we have not seen it in prior table retrieval research.
The probabilistic model presented here provides a flexible framework for incorporating information from more advanced representations of tables and more advanced representations of the information need. As better approaches are proposed for identifying important concepts in queries or for query expansion, they can be added easily to improve ranking quality.
The model contains parameters and weights that must be set. Our research used parameter sweeps or grid searching with cross-validation to set them, which is standard practice. In an operational environment with more queries and user interaction, it would be natural to use machine learning to obtain more optimal parameter settings.
Our research also produced TableArXiv, a high-quality table retrieval dataset that contains several hundred thousand tables; 105 information needs with descriptions, queries, and query intents; and relevance judgments on a 4-point scale. The dataset is available for others to use so that our work can be reproduced and extended. The query intent information has the potential to support intent-dependent studies of table retrieval, which has not been studied in the past.
